It is a recognized fact that in long-distance transmission of electrical energy by means of alternating current, the voltage has often been found to be higher at the receiving end than at the generator end of the line. This increase in voltage may be considerable, and it is important to take it into account whern making installations.
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We intend to establish a formula giving the voltage at any point of an alternating current transmission line. Let us call p, r and A respectively, the resistance, capacity and self-induction per unit of length of both conductors of a line of length 1. Let M us send into it an alternating current of frequency --varying as a function of the time according to a sine law. Let us call V7 the voltage at a point x located at a distance x from the generator end.
The transmission of the current is governed by the equation: [june 18
The velocity v is the speed of transmission of the electric waves along the line.
The intensity ix. at the point x being given by the equation:
Let us designate by the letter Ux the maximum value of the voltage V., at the point x; we deduce from equation (1):
by taking: Tang 2 mu
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In order to determine the quantities A, B, D, F, we assume that the maximum value U1 of the voltage at the far end of'the line is given, and that the line is closed on a conductor of;-resistance r and self-induction L. m L Let us make V, U1 X sin m t and tang m f For a line to transmit energy efficiently, the coefficient of damping 2 a I will be always very small, and the sum e 2a , + e-2 a Z will be approximately equal to 2.
If the line be rather long and cos 2 mi/v differs little from unity, we have U, > U,.
This effect will be maximum when: ml v 2 =7r, or l= Thus, the length of the line will be equal to i of the length of the transmitted wave, and the ratio UI/UO will be very high. This condition will not generally occur with currents of usual frequency, but it may occur on long lines with low harmonics which will bring dangerous surgings in the voltage of the line.
Therefore, we must avoid with the utmost care the production of harmonics by the generating and receiving apparatus, and use in long distance transmission currents with frequency as low as possible, in order that the length of the line may be always very short as compared with the length of the waves transmitted.
